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Customer Support Sheet
The patented Gulbransen system consists of three basic components: a keyboard sensor, a
pedal sensor, and control unit.
Keyboard Sensor: The keyboard sensor strip is a series of optical sensors, one for each key.
Each optical sensor has two small plastic "towers." One tower transmits a beam of infrared
light to the other tower which detects infrared light. There is a small
spring-loaded actuator finger which serves as a shutter by blocking
the light beam. It gradually reduces the amount of light detected as
it is depressed. The sensor strip is mounted beneath the keyboard,
positioned so that an actuator touches the bottom of each key. The
actuator's position is maintained by its spring (which exerts roughly
3 grams of force - much less than the mass of the key and is
therefore undetectable by the player). The travel of the key is not
restricted by the sensor strip - each key still has the same range of
motion it had before, only now there is a low-mass actuator tracing its movement, collecting
data for the control unit. The complete sensor strip consists of four printed circuit (PC) boards
(three for the SS61) mounted to a steel plate. The individual sensors are soldered to the PC
boards and are aligned by two stainless steel rods which run the entire length of the sensor
strip.
Pedal Sensor: An SSM1 is shipped with most Gulbransen keyboard products. The SSM1 is
used to detect motion of the sustain pedal. It is a reed switch which is attached to a stationary
part of the pedal lyre or pedal assembly. This On/Off switch is actuated by a magnet fastened
to the moving parts of the pedal rod or trapwork. An alternate pedal sensor, the SS5, provides
discrete position sensing of all three piano pedals. This sensor has three actuators identical to
those found on the keyboard sensor strip. The sensor is attached to the pedal lyre on grand
pianos, and underneath the keybed behind the kickboard on uprights.
Control Unit: All Gulbransen keyboard products use the same keyboard and pedal sensing
mechanisms. The difference between models is the control unit which interprets the data sent
by the sensors. All Gulbransen products transmit and receive MIDI data, allowing the user to
connect with external synthesizers and sequencers. The Orchestra products additionally have
digitally sampled or synthesized sounds. The Orchestra III also has a disk drive for loading
songs. All of the control units have a sliding tray mount which allows it to be mounted
unobtrusively underneath the keyboard on whichever side the player prefers.
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QRS Music Center

QRS Business Center

See piano rolls manufactured.
Ask for a demonstration of Pianomation MIDI.

Stop by any time to see and hear the
vibrant sounds of Pianomation MIDI.

Two tours daily, at 10 a.m. and 2 p.m.,
Monday through Friday year ‘round! We are
closed weekends and the days surrounding
major holidays. Any doubts as to “open”
dates can be resolved by letter or phone.

QRS Music Technologies, Inc.
1026 Niagara Street
Buffalo, NY 14213-2099
1-716-885-4600
1-716-885-7510 Fax

Story & Clark Pianos
See pianos manufactured.
Ask for a demonstration of Pianomation MIDI.

QRS is the only manufacturer of Roll Player Pianos in the
world! In addition to producing player pianos, Story &
Clark also manufactures a line of console pianos, and
pianos equipped with Pianomation MIDI systems. Tours
are available—You will see every phase of making a piano.
Please call ahead for reservations.

Story & Clark Pianos
269 Quaker Drive
Seneca, PA 16346
1-814-676-6683
1-814-676-9340 Fax

Our Naples, Florida location is devoted to the
development of automated record and playback
systems that can be installed in virtually any
acoustic piano. All the various options are on
display at this location.

QRS Pianomation Center
2011 Seward Avenue
Naples, FL 34109
1-239-597-5888
1-239-597-3936 Fax

West Coast Facility
Stop by any time to see and hear the
vibrant sounds of Pianomation MIDI.

Our newest location in Las Vegas, NV services the west
coast for all their Pianomation needs. In addition to a
Pianomation warehouse and installation facility, there is a
piano outlet, showcasing the entire Story & Clark piano
line.

QRS West Coast Center
6410 Sunset Corporate Drive
Las Vegas, NV 89120
1-702-947-5888
1-702-947-3936 Fax

www.qrsmusic.com

